We are still processing the video material for question Q1. However, you may begin the survey for Q1 beginning 12/16 at 4pm. Please do not complete the Q1 survey before then. If the PAOL content is not loaded, please answer as much as you can.

Q1. [50 pts.] Log on to the following sites and view the Flip and PAOL content in the webMANIC interface:
Lecture 25. PAOL Version http://prussian.cs.umass.edu/F10/CS120/1002/
Lecture 25. Flip Version http://prussian.cs.umass.edu/F10/CS120/1001/

Access the Class Capture survey and submit a screen capture of the final page of the survey. The survey is at http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/LK7DDSY

Note: you do not have to view all images, listen to the full audio nor watch the complete lectures, but at least enough of each to fairly answer the survey questions.

Q2. [50 pts.] Complete the Class Feedback survey and submit a screen capture of the final page of the survey. The survey is at http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/M7YPWGD

Note: the surveys do not ask for or capture your name or IP address and will be treated as anonymous surveys. We are asking for the screenshots to certify that you completed the surveys. Thank you!

To submit your homework: Send the two screen captures as attachments to Yariv (ylevy@cs.umass.edu). This email subject’s must be set to the exact phrase CMPSCI120-HW#10.

Your email must have a postmark before 4 pm. Late homework will not be accepted, please turn in what you have by the due date.